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OPERATION AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECORD

DOUBLE SHOT LAUNCHER

Double Shot, 6mm (.22 cal) Blank Cartridges (item #6050) ONLY
1.

Pull hammer all the way back to cocked position. Always point launcher muzzle towards ground when loading.

2.

Insert small crimped blanks in both cavities (chambers). With launcher muzzle pointed towards the ground, the hammer must be
placed on safety before loading 15mm pyrotechnical cartridges into muzzle. By grasping the hammer with two fingers, release
trigger and slowly lower to the catch slightly above the crimped blank. Re-cocking will be necessary before firing.

3.

Insert 15mm pyrotechnical cartridge in the muzzle as per instructions on pyrotechnic cartridge packaging; i.e.: black or hollow
end in first.

4.

After the first shot, the launcher automatically cocks itself. Also, the empty blanks are ejected automatically.

CLEANING:
After each use clean crimped blank chamber, muzzle adaptor and barrel with a 6mm bore brush and water. Dry all parts thoroughly
after cleaning. Avoid use of gun solvents as most contain lubricants and may increase chance of fouling. Proper maintenance will
increase the efficiency and life of launcher.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Caution: spent crimped blank automatically ejects when trigger is pulled and may cause eye injury to operator or persons
positioned near by.












Operator must only fire this launcher in area clear of all personnel. Personnel should be a minimum of 5 meters
behind launcher operator. Always fire at a 45-degree angle above the ground.
Do not make any modifications to any components of this launcher.
Never load or fire this launching device from a vehicle or vessel. Do not fire at humans, animals, buildings, and
dry fields or at any flammable materials or liquids.
Always wear a hardhat, eye, and ear protection when using or handling this launching device.
Never store launcher with crimped blanks or pyrotechnical cartridges inserted.
This device is intended solely for the purpose of wildlife management and control. The proper and safe use of
this device is the sole responsibility of the operator/owner. The seller assumes no responsibility or liability for
the improper or illegal use, resale, physical injury or property damage resulting from the deliberate or
accidental discharge, modifications to the device or cartridges, careless operation, and launcher maintenance
neglect. The seller guarantees care in manufacture but assumes no further responsibility.
Only mature, responsible adults who have a clear understanding of the functions of this device and a working
knowledge of pyrotechnical scare cartridges and launchers should operate this tool. Persons under 18 years of
age should not operate this device.
Always keep this instructional sheet with the launcher.
This launcher is not a firearm: it is a powder-actuated tool.
Failure to comply with these safety instructions could result in serious injury or death.

**IF UNCLEAR ON ANY OF ABOVE TOPICS, PLEASE CONTACT MARGO SUPPLIES LTD.
Phone: 403-652-1932 Fax: 403-652-3511 Email: info@margosupplies.com

